Evaluation of the role of CT in the assessment of response to selective internal radiation therapy in patients with colorectal liver metastases.
Selective internal radiation therapy (SIRT) is a relatively new method for treating non-resectable liver tumours. There is reason to believe that conventional assessments of response by CT scan may underestimate the efficacy of this treatment. A study was undertaken in 54 patients to evaluate CT changes after SIRT for advanced colorectal cancer and to compare these with tumour marker (carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA)) changes to determine how best to assess whether a response has occurred. Computed tomography scans were carried out before treatment and at 3-monthly intervals thereafter. Serial CEA measurements were undertaken at 4-weekly intervals. Index lesions were identified and their size was assessed on serial scans by three independent, blinded investigators. Per cent changes in CEA levels after SIRT were calculated for all patients. Disappearance of all index lesions was noted in five patients (9.3%). A decrease in the size was seen in a further 41 patients (76%), no change was seen in five (9.3%), and an increase in size was noted in three (5.4%). The time taken for the maximum decrease in size to occur ranged from 3 to 21 months (median 12 months). Carcinoembryonic antigen changes were more dramatic, with a reduction of more than 75% within 2 months in 35 of 50 patients (70%) and a rise in only 3 of 50 patients (6%). Early assessment of response by CT scan may be misleading because of the time taken for size reduction to occur. Response to SIRT is more accurately judged in the early stages by tumour marker data.